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Relationships



What are relationships in reading?

•Authors use two common methods to show 

relationships and make their ideas clear

•Transitions

•Patterns of organization



Which is easier to read and 
understand?

•One way to lose friends is to talk but not listen. A way to 

end friendships is to borrow money and not pay it back.

•One way to lose friends is to talk but not listen. Another 

way to end friendships is to borrow money and not pay 

it back. 



The word another makes it clear the writer is adding a second way to lost friends. 

Transitions are words or phrases (like another) that show 

relationships between ideas. 



Which is easier to read and 
understand?
• Many people rent DVDs because rental is cheaper than tickets to 

a movie theater. DVDs are now available online as well as in 

stores.

• Many people rent DVDs because rental is cheaper than tickets to 

a movie theater. Also, DVDs are now available online as well as in 

stores. 



Addition words

• The words also in the second sentence makes the relationship between the sentences 

clearer. 

Addition words signal added ideas. These words tell you the author is presenting one or 

more ideas that continue along the same line of thought as a previous idea. 



What are some examples?

One to begin with also further

First (of all) for one thing in addition furthermore

Second(ly) other next last (of all)

Third(ly) another moreover final(ly)



Examples continued

•Garlic improves the flavor of many dishes. In 

addition, it lowers cholesterol, fights heart 

disease, and kills certain viruses.

•My neighbors are so safety-conscious that they 

had the wooden front door of their apartment 

replaced with a steel one. Moreover, they had 

iron bars installed on their windows.



Addition words- Practice!



To avoid car thieves, lock valuables in the trunk or 

glove compartment. You should _____________ try 

to park in the middle of a block on a busy, well-lit 

street.



There are several ways to use old jeans. 

_______________, you can use them for 

patching other jeans.



One million stray dogs live in the New 

York City metropolitan area. 

_______________, there are more than 

500,000 stray cats in the same area. 



“_________________, and most important,” 

said my adviser, “you’ve got to complete 

that term paper or you won’t graduate on 

time.”



Part-time workers have second-class status. 

For one thing, they are easily laid off. 

Second, they get no fringe benefits. 

____________, they are often paid less than 

half the hourly rate of a full-timer.



Which is easier to read and 
understand?

•The two neighboring families used to get along 

well. They are not on speaking terms.

•Previously, the two neighboring families got 

along well. Now they are not speaking terms.



Words that show time

• The words previously and now in the second item clarify 

the relationship between the sentences; Before, the 

families got along well; and now they don’t speak to 

each other. Previously and now, and words like them, 

are time words. 

Time words tell us when something happened in relation 

to when something else happened. 



What are some examples?

Before immediately when until

Previously next whenever often

First (of all) then while frequently

Now following during eventually



Examples continued

•While the nurse prepared the needle, I 

rolled up my sleeve. Then I looked away.

•During my last semester in college, I spent 

more time job hunting than I did studying. 

•Many people get sleepy after eating a 

heavy meal. 



Tips

• Some transition words have the same meaning

• In some cases, the same word can serve as two 

different types of transitions, depending on how it 

used. 



Time Words Practice!



_____________ my cousin took a long shower, 

there was no hot water left for anyone else 

in my house.



To make chicken stock, begin by putting a 

pot of water on the stove to boil. _________ 

drop in a chicken and some diced celery 

and onions. 



•Gerald waited impatiently all day for the 

Monday night football game to begin on 

TV, but __________ the first half, he fell 

asleep. 



Recent advances in medicine make it 

possible to treat babies even ______________ 

they are born.



Some students listen to music, eat snacks, 

and talk on their cell phones __________ 

doing their homework. 


